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	R is a high-level language and an environment for data analysis and graphics. The design of R was heavily influenced by two existing languages: Becker, Chambers and Wilks’ S and Sussman’s Scheme. The resulting language is very similar in appearance to S, but the underlying implementation and semantics are derived from Scheme. This book is intended as an introduction to the riches of the R environment, aimed at beginners and intermediate users in disciplines ranging from science to economics and from medicine to engineering. I hope that the book can be read as a text as well as dipped into as a reference manual. The early chapters assume absolutely no background in statistics or computing, but the later chapters assume that the material in the earlier chapters has been studied. The book covers data handling, graphics, mathematical functions, and a wide range of statistical techniques all the way from elementary classical tests, through regression and analysis of variance and generalized linear modelling, up to more specialized topics such as spatial statistics, multivariate methods, tree models, mixed-effects models and time series analysis. The idea is to introduce users to the assumptions that lie behind the tests, fostering a critical approach to statistical modelling, but involving little or no statistical theory and assuming no background in mathematics or statistics.


	Why should you switch to using R when you have mastered a perfectly adequate statistical package already? At one level, there is no point in switching. If you only carry out a very limited range of statistical tests, and you don’t intend to do more (or different) in the future, then fine. The main reason for switching to R is to take advantage of its unrivalled coverage and the availability of new, cutting edge applications in fields such as generalized mixedeffects modelling and generalized additive models. The next reason for learning R is that you want to be able to understand the literature. More and more people are reporting their results in the context of R, and it is important to know what they are talking about. Third, look around your discipline to see who else is using R: many of the top people will have switched to R already. A large proportion of the world’s leading statisticians use R, and this should tell you something (many, indeed, contribute to R, as you can see below). Another reason for changing to R is the quality of back-up and support available. There is a superb network of dedicated R wizards out there on the web, eager to answer your questions. If you intend to invest sufficient effort to become good at statistical computing, then the structure of R and the ease with which you can write your own functions are major attractions. Last, and certainly not least, the product is free. This is some of the finest integrated software in the world, and yet it is yours for absolutely nothing.


	Although much of the text will equally apply to S-PLUS, there are some substantial differences, so in order not to confuse things I concentrate on describing R. I have made no attempt to show where S-PLUS is different from R, but if you have to work in S-PLUS, then try it and see if it works.
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Performance by Design: Computer Capacity Planning By ExamplePrentice Hall, 2004
Practical systems modeling: planning performance, availability, security, and more

Computing systems must meet increasingly strict Quality of Service (QoS) requirements for performance, availability, security, and maintainability. To achieve these goals, designers, analysts, and capacity planners need a far more thorough understanding of...
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RESTful Web API Design with Node.jsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Design and implement comprehensive RESTful solutions in Node.js


	About This Book

	
		Design, implement, and route Node.js RESTful services with the Express framework module
	
		Test user-developed modules with Nodeunit and module mocking with SinonJS
	
		Use this practical guide to...
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Mastering Digital SLR PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2004

	This unique guide emphasizes digital "photography", rather than software. You'll learn how to take compelling pictures and make great images using imaging technology while focusing on the special strengths of digital SLR cameras. Whether you're a snap-shooting tyro, or an experienced photographer moving into the digital SLR...
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Business Finance: Theory and PracticePrentice Hall, 2009


	This book attempts to deal with financing and investment decision making, with particular

	focus on the private sector of the UK economy. Its approach is to set out the theories

	that surround each area of financial decision making and relate these to what

	appears to happen in practice. Where theory and practice diverge, the book...
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Foundations of Dependable Computing: Paradigms for Dependable ApplicationsSpringer, 1994
Foundations of Dependable Computing: Paradigms for  Dependable Applications, presents a variety of specific  approaches to achieving dependability at the application level. Driven  by the higher level fault models of Models and Frameworks for  Dependable Systems, and built on the lower level abstractions  implemented in a third companion book...
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The SGML FAQ Book : Understanding the Foundation of HTML and XML (Electronic Publishing Series)Kluwer Academic, 1997
The SGML FAQ Book: Understanding the Foundation of HTML and  XML is similar, but not quite the same kind of thing as an online  FAQ or `Frequently Asked Questions' list. It addresses questions from  people who already actually use SGML in some way (including HTML  authors), and people who are about to use it. It deals mainly with  issues...
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